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 Spring Season 2014- Semis! 

                       

Finals on Sunday! 

Division Comment 

19+ Elite Expendables gave it a run, but just fell too far behind early!  Meanwhile, the Spartans were 

shocked by a spirited Squires team!  So…Ninja vs. Squires!  Ninja are huge favorites to 

complete the perfect 10-0 season!  “We are ready to cruise, and no one will stop us!” 

explained Ninja Jeph Martinez. 

30+ A The Turnies edged a tough GI Joe team, while DamageControl powered past HAVOC to 

reach the Finals!  “Those HAVOC are fun to play, but more fun to beat!” explained 

DControl’s stud Allan E. Turnies vs. DamageControl! 

30+ A/B Fundamentals are on cruise control!  Can 3’s Company stop them in the Finals?! 

Fundamentals vs. 3’s Company! 

30+ B Dukes and GroundHogs prevail!  Zephyrs could not continue the magic, and the 

Cardinals succumbed to a hot-shooting Dukes team! 

30+ C Cyclones lose! The Mutants took the energy from their thrilling Quarters win to upset the 

#1 seed!  While #2 seed Comanche enter the Finals with a close win over the surprising 

Monstars! Mutants vs. Comanche! 

40+ A Pounders get past a solid WolfTrapper team, and threaten a perfect season, but they must 

get past the always tough and crafty HoundDogs!  Pounders vs. HoundDogs! 

 

FanCam! 

 



Game of the Week – Squires over Spartans (66-60)! 

(And Legend of the Week – Terrance Murray) 
 

In a see-saw battle of two highly talented teams, the Squires stayed close all game, then took the lead 

for good down the stretch to upset the venerable Spartans!  Terrance Murray got the LOW honors by 

pouring in 17 to support superstar Jamal Yusuf, who finished with 21.  “We know Jamal carries most of 

the scoring load, but we agreed we needed other scoring options to get the win.  Glad I was able to do 

it!” Terrance explained. 

 

 
 

 



Action! 

  

  



  

 



Check out high scorers of the week!  
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